We want our children to be as confident as possible
as they take their next steps along their learning
journey. We will be supporting transitions for
children moving across to the Sunshine Room and
those leaving Pre-School to move to Reception in
September.

Being Physical

Learning @Pre-School
Literacy- Firefly

Home is an interactive
book that encourages the reader to
participate with the text.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSxyJF53dA0
We will be spotting the different lights in the story
and naming them.
The Very Lonely Firefly- Eric Carle is a similar story.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqUh1DQadoo
We will be comparing this story to see if the Lonely
Firefly spots different light sources.
We will be looking at the life cycle of fireflies.
Do they change like tadpoles and caterpillars?

Maths Subitising 1-5
Focus Shape Star
Florence wishes on a shooting star. Do all stars have
the same number of points? We will be looking for
stars in the classroom and checking.
We will be exploring the language of equal to,
heavier than, lighter than, heaviest and lightest,
while using different combinations of Numicon
pieces.
We will also build towers up to 5. If
you use
we use 2 different colours, how
many different towers can be built?

Our Special Words
Lost (missing, gone) -When
you can’t find something, it is
lost.

Spot

(see, notice) -When you

see something.

Fly

(flap, flutter) -When

something flies, it moves
through the air.

Fast

We will be running as fast as we can in our
sports day activities on THURSDAY 23.6.22.
We will be feeling our heartbeat as we
practise. Is it beating fast or slow? How do we
feel? (tired, hot, breathing quicker- is your
heart pounding?)
We will be drawing around our hands, cutting
them out and sticking them together to make
wings like Florence the Firefly.
Can you pretend to be Florence flying through
the air, twisting and twirling, flapping and
fluttering your hands you move?

(quick, speedy, rapid) -

When something moves very
quickly, it is fast.

Makaton Signs
Wish

To fly

Look

Being Creative- Fluorescent Colours
We will be using a variety of resources as we
make fireflies that glow bright and firefly sun
catchers. Where would you fly to, if you could
make a wish?
We will learn a new song about stars.

The World Around Us
Florence visits lots of different light
sources. We will think about light sources
that we see at home and when we are
out on a walk. Is it easier to spot them
during the day or night?
What is a lighthouse? What do they do?
We will search the internet to find out
about fireflies. Why do they shine bright?

